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Abstract: The reaction mechanism of arsenic and nitrogen oxides (N2O, NO2 and NO) was studied by using density functional theory 

of quantum chemistry B3LYP method. All parameters optimize the geometric configuration of each reactant, intermediate, transition 

state and product. The authenticity of intermediate and transition state is confirmed by frequency analysis, and the transition state is 

further determined by calculation of intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC). In order to obtain more accurate energy information, the single-

point energy of each structure is calculated at B2PLYP level, and its reaction mechanism is deeply analyzed through kinetic parameters. 

The results show that the reaction energy barrier between arsenic and three nitrogen oxides (N2O, NO2 and NO) is 78.45, 2.58, 

155.85kJ/mol respectively. At 298-1800 K, each reaction rate increases with the increase of temperature. Due to the low reaction 

energy barrier between arsenic and NO2, the reaction rate is greater than 1012 cm3/(mol s), indicating that the reaction is easy to occur 

and extremely fast. Arsenic reacts with N2O and NO at 298-900 K, and the reaction rate increases obviously with the increase of 

temperature. When the temperature rises further, its increasing trend slows down. 
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Coal is the main energy source in China, and the environmental pollution caused by coal combustion is highly valued 

[1]. In the process of pulverized coal combustion, not only a large number of conventional pollutants (SOx, NOx, partic-

ulate matter, etc.) are generated, but also some trace elements in coal are also transported and released into the atmosphere 

[2]. These trace elements include mercury, arsenic lead and other heavy metals. Among them, arsenic has attracted much 

attention due to its extremely strong toxicity and carcinogenicity [3-4]. 

It is generally believed that arsenic volatilizes from the inside of carbon particles into flue gas in the process of coal 

combustion, and the temperature of flue gas decreases continuously in the process of flowing from the furnace outlet to 

the tail flue. Arsenic in flue gas gradually changes from gas to solid phase, and forms and valence states migrate and 

change [5-7].  Arsenic with different forms has different harm to the environment. Therefore, studying the speciation 

change of arsenic during coal combustion is helpful to reveal the migration and transformation characteristics of arsenic 

and provide certain theoretical basis for arsenic emission control. Contreras, et al [8]. Through HSCChemistry and Sim-

ulating the Speciation Changes of Arsenic in Coal Combustion, it is found that when the temperature is higher than 

1073K, arsenic mainly exists as ASO2(g) and ASO (g) Liu Yinghui et al. [9] using Chemical Heat Balance Software and 

FACT analyzed the transformation of arsenic form in coal combustion in reducing and oxidizing atmosphere. The results 

showed that in reducing atmosphere, 700－800K appeared gaseous elemental arsenic. After the temperature further 

increased, the main product of arsenic was ASO (g). Under oxidizing atmosphere, when higher than 800K, the main 

products are ASO (g). Urban and et al. [10] calculated and compared the energy of the reaction of As with oxygen by 

using Gaussian Software under Different Methods / Basic Group Conditions Monahan-Pendergast et al. [11] studied the 

Reaction Mechanism of As and Some Free Radicals (OH, HO 2 Etc.). Urban and et al. [12] using Density Functional 

Theory and Ab initio Calculation Method, studied the Reaction Kinetics between As and HCl in Coal Fired Flue Gas. 

During coal combustion, flue gas contains a large amount of nitrogen oxides, such as N2O,  NO2 and NO. Many 

scholars have studied the release characteristics of nitrogen oxides [13-15], and found that nitrogen oxides can undergo  
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redox reactions with other gases or coke. Therefore, nitrogen oxides in flue gas may react with arsenic in gas phase, but 

there are few reports on this aspect. Limited to the current measurement level, it is difficult to directly measure the 

release mechanism of arsenic in the combustion process, and the content of arsenic released in the combustion process 

is less, the chemical reaction time is very short, and it is difficult to accurately determine the reaction mechanism by 

experiments. Quantum chemical calculation is an effective means to calculate molecular geometric structure and reaction 

mechanism [16-17] simulates chemical reaction process with computer under the theoretical framework of quantum 

mechanics, and provides theoretical basis for further study of arsenic release and migration during coal combustion by 

calculating kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. 

In this study, three nitrogen oxides (N2 O, NO 2 and NO ) were selected in the combustion process, and their reactivity 

with arsenic was studied by density functional theory. 

 
1. Computational Theory 
1.1 Theoretical Methods and Basic Groups 

Quantum chemistry method is a theoretical method to accurately calculate molecular configuration and energy, and 

density functional theory has been widely used in quantum chemistry calculation. In this study, the density functional 

theory method of B3LYP and 6-311G* are used to study the micro-mechanism of arsenic and oxygen-containing gas 

reaction during coal combustion. The optimized Reactant(abbreviated as R), TransitionState(Abbreviated as TS), Inter-

mediate(abbreviated as M) and Product (abbreviated as P) configurations, and the authenticity of each structure is verified 

through frequency calculation results and zero correction energy (ZPE) is obtained. There is only one imaginary frequency 

in transition states, and the vibration direction of the imaginary frequency points to the reaction direction and passes 

through the intrinsic reaction coordinates IRC(Intrinsic Reaction Coordination ) to calculate and verify the correlation be-

tween reactants, intermediates, transition states and products. The energy calculation adopts B2PLYP method in double 

hybrid functional and def2-QZVPP basis set. Zero-point energy correction is considered in the energy calculation process. 

All calculations in this experiment are done by Gaussian09 package [18]. The reaction studied is as follows: 

As+N2O→AsO+N2(1) 

As+NO2→AsO+NO(2) 

As+NO→AsO+N(3) 

1.2 Dynamic Parameter Calculation Method 

The reaction rate constant of the classical transition state is calculated as follows [19]: 

 

Where kT is the quantum tunnel correction coefficient; kB is Boltzmann constant, J/K, H is planck constant, J·s,  QTS, 

QA, QB are partition functions of transition state TS, reactant A and reactant B respectively; Ea is the reaction activation 

energy, kJ/mol; R is the gas molar constant, j/(mol k); T is thermodynamic temperature, k. Among them, the calculation 

formula of quantum tunnel correction coefficient is as follows: 

 

Where vm is the vibration frequency of the reaction path, cm－1, C is the speed of light, m/s. 

2. Results and Discussions 
2.1 Reaction Process 

Using B3LYP method, potential energy surface scanning is carried out at the level of 6-311G* basic group, and then 

saddle point corresponding structures on the potential energy surface are obtained as initial guesses to search for transition 
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states. Then, optimize the geometric configuration of all stagnation points on the reaction channel to obtain the micro-

scopic process of the reaction, as shown in the figure 1- figure 3. 

 

 

Figure1Reaction process analysis of As+N2O→AsO+N2 

 

 

Figure2 Reaction process analysis of As+NO2→AsO+NO 

 

 

Figure3Reaction process analysis of As+NO→AsO+N 

As can be seen from fig. 1, the process of the reaction formula (1) is: As+N2O→TS(AsONN)→AsO+N2, i.e. as and o 

atoms combine to form a transition state  

TS, and then form a product AsO+N2. no intermediate is generated, only a transition state exists, which is a one-step 

reaction. In the course of the reaction, as-o the length of the bond gradually decreases (∞→0.2258nm→0.1632nm, ∞ 

means the distance exceeds the bonding range), O-N and the length of the bond gradually increases 

(0.1184nm→0.1249nm→∞), which shows that the formation of As-O bond and the fracture of O-N bond are simultaneous. 

Vibration analysis results show that the transition state has only one imaginary frequency (－617.22 cm－1), in the virtual 

frequency vibration mode, the O atom has significant vibration along the reaction coordinate toward the As atom, which 
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indicates that the transition state is accurate. 

As can be seen from fig. 2, the process of the reaction formula (2) is: 

As+NO2→M(AsONO)→TS(AsONO)→AsO+NO, i.e., the O atoms of AS and NO2 combine to generate stable interme-

diate M, and then M generates products ASO and NO via the transition state TS. In the course of the reaction, The length 

of the As-O bond is gradually reduced(∞→0.1863nm→0.1691nm→0.1632nm), and the length of the O-N bond is grad-

ually increased(0.1194nm→0.1409nm→0.1904nm→∞), which reflects the formation of As-O bond, while the adjacent 

O-N bond breaks. The change of molecular structure reflects the microscopic process of the reaction. Vibration analysis 

results show that the vibration frequency of the intermediate is all positive and is a stable point on the potential energy 

surface. Vibration analysis of transition state shows that there is only one imaginary frequency (－175. 84cm－1 ), and 

the vibration direction of the imaginary frequency points to the reaction direction. 

As can be seen from fig. 3, the process of reaction formula (3) is: As+NO→M(AsON)→TS(AsON)→AsO+N. In the 

reaction, the length of as-o bond gradually decreases (∞→ 0. 1911nm→0.1690nm→0.1632nm), indicating the gradual 

formation of As-O bonds.The length of O-N bond gradually increases (0. 1150nm→0.1241nm→0.1885nm→∞), 

indicating that O-N and bond gradually breaks. Vibration analysis results show that the vibration frequency of the 

intermediate is all positive and is the stable point on the potential energy surface.  Vibration analysis of transition state 

shows that there is only one imaginary frequency (－643.62cm－1, indicating that the transition state is credible and the 

reaction mechanism studied is reasonable. 

The molecular structures of the reactants and products obtained through optimization are shown in Table 1. From the 

table 1, it can be seen that the parameters of stable structures of each molecule calculated by B3LYP method in density 

functional theory are in good agreement with experimental values. 

 

2.2 Energy Changes in Reaction Process 

The energy, zero energy, total energy Etot of the reactants, intermediates, transition states and products (the energy 

calculated by B2PLYP/def2-QZVPP plus zero energy) and the relative energy Erel based on the reactants are shown in 

Table 2.  

According to the transition state theory, the activation energy is the energy difference between the transition state and 

the stable reactant (or intermediate). From Table 2 , it can be seen that the activation energies of the three reactions are 78. 

45, 2.58, 155.85kJ/mol, the activation energy of the reaction (2) is the lowest, indicating that the reaction is easy to carry 

out. This is because NO2 has strong oxidation[25], which is easy to oxidize arsenic into AsO during the reaction process. 

However, NO is a relatively stable gas, which needs to overcome a large amount of energy to break N-O and bond. In the 

course of the reaction, the bond length in the system changes continuously, that is, the energy of its system also changes 

continuously. For example, reaction (1 ), when As atom approaches O atom forms transition state, As-O bond has strong 

effect and system energy increases. The transition state and the AS-O bond length of the product are 0.2258 and 0.1632nm , 

and the energy of the corresponding system is －2420. 15112(a.u.) and －2420.32382(a.u.). It can be seen that AS-O 

and bond length change determine the energy of the system. 
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2.3 Dynamic Analysis 

Calculate the reaction rate and pre-exponential factor of each reaction under 298, 600, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800K accord-

ing to the classical transition state theory. The calculated results are shown in Table 3- Table 5. 

 

 

 

 

From Table 3- Table 5, it can be seen that with the increase of temperature, the pre-exponential factor reaction rate of 

each reaction gradually increases, but the increase amplitude of different reactions is different. In the considered temper-

ature range, the rate of reaction (2 ) is always greater than 1012 , which indicates that the reaction is extremely fast.  

Reaction (1) from 1.15×10－3 increased to 7.26×108. Reaction (3) from 4.95×10－15 increased to 9.33×108. 
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Logarithms are taken from both sides of k = a exp (-ea/rt), i.e. lnk = lna-(ea/rt), with 1000/T as the abscissa and lnk as 

the ordinate to show the data of each reaction in the same coordinate, as shown in fig. 4. As can be seen from fig. 4(a), 

lnk and 1000/T show a good linear relationship. Fig. 4(b) shows the variation trend of lnk of each elementary reaction 

with temperature. From the graph 4( B ), it can be seen that each reaction rate curve increases with the increase of tem-

perature, which is consistent with the reduction of nitrogen oxides studied by other scholars [26]. The reaction rate curve 

of reaction (2) is less affected by temperature, and the reaction is completed instantly within the considered temperature 

range. It can be seen from the kinetic parameters that the reaction rate is always at a higher level within the studied 

temperature range, i.e. the change of the reaction rate with temperature is small. In addition, because the high activity and 

strong oxidation of NO2 [25], it can quickly form a stable intermediate with elemental arsenic, and the intermediate only 

needs to overcome a small energy barrier to finally obtain a product, indicating that the reaction is extremely easy to occur. 

For the reactions (1) and (3), at 298－900K, the reaction rate increases rapidly with the change of temperature, and when 

the temperature further increases, its increasing trend slows down. 

 

Figure4 Values of lnk at different temperatures for each reaction 

The kinetic parameters of 3 kind of reaction rate constant curve are obtained by linear fitting. The specific results are 

shown in table 6. 

 

 

 

3. Conclusion 
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The activation energy of As+NO2→AsO+NO is 2.58 kJ/mol, indicating extremely fast response. The activation 

energy of As+N2O→AsO+N2 is 78.45 kJ/mol, the activation energy of As+NO2→AsO+NO is 155.85 kJ/mol and higher 

activation energy indicate that the reaction is relatively slow. 

In the reaction process, the bond lengths of As-O and As-O in the system mainly determine the energy of different 

structures. The change of bond lengths between atoms in the system reflects the microscopic process of the reaction. 

The reaction rate curves of As, and NO2 are less affected by temperature, and the reaction is completed instantaneously 

within the considered temperature range. However, in the reaction of 298－900K, arsenic and N2 O, and NO , the reaction 

rate increases rapidly with the change of temperature. When the temperature increases further, the increasing trend slows 

down. 

Quantum chemical calculation is an effective method to study reaction mechanism. The reaction process between ar-

senic and nitrogen oxides reveals the morphological changes of arsenic during coal combustion, which provides a theo-

retical basis for more economical and effective control of arsenic emissions. 
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